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Name: S21                                      Date: 2.11.2010

Concept:  □ JFace – Context Menu  □ JFace – Content Assist
           □ Eclipse – Navigate  ☑ Eclipse – Table Viewer

Q.1: Were you able to implement the concept successfully?  ✓ Yes  □ No
Q.2: How much time did you spend on the concept’s implementation?  1:20
Q.3: If not successful to implement the concept, what was the main reason in your opinion?

□ Lack of experience.
□ Not a useful template.
□ Not useful sample applications.
□ Complexity of the concept.
□ Other. Please specify:  _______________________________________

Q.4: Did you refer to the example applications’ source code to implement the concept?

□ No. None of them.  □ Yes. One of them.  ✓ Yes. Both of them.
Please specify:  _______________________________________

Q.4.1: If yes, for what program statements and what kind of information?

for following:
TableViewer tableViewer = new
TableViewer(Composite,int)||(Table)||(Composite);

I was looking for the definition of composite or table and I wanted to find which one is relevant.
also for this statement:
IViewSite iviewSite = IViewPart.getViewSite();
Q.5: Overall, did you find the templates useful? If yes, in what way? If not, why?

Generally yes, because you can implement much faster (I was slow because of some other tasks that I was in my mind during the implementation), but I had only one problem with this template. During the implementation of the concept, I haven't had enough confidence in what I was doing.

Q.6: Do you think that the format and structure of the templates are OK? If not, what are the main issues?

Yes.

Q.7: What kinds of information do you think are missing in the templates?

Q.8: Overall, in the range of 1-5, how do you rank the provided template in terms of usefulness to implement the concept?

☐ 1 = Not Useful ☐ 2 ☐ 3 ☑ 4 ☐ 5 = Excellent

Q.9: Do you have any additional comments on this experiment?
Additional Space: